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Overview of Presentation
• What are financial statements?
– Why are financial statements prepared?
– What do the typical financial terms mean?
– What are the components of the financial statements?

• What is an earnings release?
– What does an earnings release say?

• What are the terms used in mergers and acquisitions?
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Why, Purpose, and Users
• Why?
 Federal securities laws and other reasons
• Role of independent auditor
• Purpose – to answer the following questions:
 What is the company’s current financial position?
 What was its operating performance?
 How did the company obtain and use cash?

• Users







Shareholders and prospective investors
Analysts
Creditors
Management
Taxing authorities
Suppliers, customers, and others
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Typical Financial Terms – Income Statement
• Revenue – sales
• Gross profit – the difference between revenue and the costs associated with making and
selling the company’s products or the costs associated with providing its services
• Operating expenses – the expenses a business incurs through normal business operations,
such as rent, equipment, inventory costs, marketing, payroll, insurance, and funds
allocated for research and development
• Operating income – the difference between revenue and operating expenses
• Nonoperating income and expenses – the other costs, expenses, and income of a business
such as amounts earned from dividends, profits, and losses on investment securities and
interest income and expense
• Income tax expense – the amount required to be accrued by accounting standards, not
the amount actually paid to the IRS
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Typical Financial Terms – Income Statement (con’t)
• Equity in earnings of 50% or less by owned persons
• Discontinued operations – the losses and profits related to a business that has been or is
being sold
• Comprehensive income – adjusts net income to reflect items that are not recognized in the
income statement
• Earnings (net income) before income tax
• Earnings per share
• Diluted weighted average shares outstanding – adjusts the average number of shares
outstanding to include all shares that would be issued if existing stock awards, options,
and convertible securities were also outstanding during the period
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Typical Financial Terms – Balance Sheet
• Accounts receivable
• Unbilled receivables
• Current assets – cash, accounts receivable, inventory, and other assets that are likely
to be converted into cash, sold, or exchanged in the normal course of business,
usually within a year
• Inventories
• Accounts payable
• Current liabilities – debt incurred by the reporting entity as part of normal operations
and that is expected to be repaid during the following 12 months. Examples are
accounts payable, short-term loans, and that portion of long-term loans due in one
year
• Long-term debt – not repayable for a year
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Typical Financial Terms – Cash Flow Statement
• Business acquisitions
• Capital expenditures (expenditures to improve assets)
• Proceeds from sale of assets
• Purchases of common stock
• Dividends paid
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Typical Financial Terms – Other Financial Disclosures
• Loss contingencies
• Non-GAAP financial measures
• Management’s discussion and analysis of financial condition and results
of operations
• Forecasts, key financial metrics, and other financial disclosures
• Segments
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Typical Financial Terms – Financial Analysis
• Backlog – the value of orders that have not been filled
• Research and development – expenses incurred to discover new knowledge
to be used to develop, design, and test a new product or service or a new
process or technique or to significantly improve an existing product or
service and design and test the improved product or service
• EBITDA – earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization
• Net working capital – current assets less current liabilities
• Gross profit margin – gross profit divided by revenue
• Free cash flow – operating cash flow less capital expenditures
• Burn rate – rate at which the company is consuming its financing to support
operations in excess of cash flow
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Components of Financial Statements
Balance sheet

Provides a snapshot of the financial position of a
business at a certain point in time, typically at
quarter-end or year-end

Income statement

Sets forth financial earnings performance over a
quarterly and year-to-date period and an annual
period

Cash flow
statements

Presents the generation of cash inflows and outflows
through operating, investing, and financing activities
of a business over a period, typically year-to-date
period
Provides additional information for clarity of financial
information included in the above financial statements

Footnotes
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Balance Sheet
• Assets = Liabilities + Equity
 Assets represent future economic benefits obtained from past transactions and events
 Liabilities represent future sacrifices of economic benefits arising from present obligations
to transfer or provide services in the future as a result of past transactions or events
 Equity represents the net assets of a business that owners are entitled to after assets are
used to pay off the liabilities

• Key Considerations
 Current assets to current liabilities ratio
 Nature of noncurrent assets
 Nature of liabilities and respective maturities
 Shareholder’s equity
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Income Statement
• Financial performance of a specified period
• Presents revenues and expenses by categories
• Key considerations:
– Trends in revenues, expenses, and net income
– Expense growth that exceeds revenue increase may indicate management’s challenge
to control costs
– Profitability measures can be compared to those of peers
– Footnotes provide additional insights, including to tax expense line item
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Cash Flow Statement
• Purpose – show the amount of cash collected (cash inflows) and paid out
(cash outflows) in the following categories:
 Operating activities – Cash generated or used during the operation of a business
 Investing activities – Cash generated or used during investing activities such as the
purchase and sale of property, plant and equipment, investment securities, and
loans
 Financing activities – Cash borrowed/sourced from or repaid/returned to owners or
creditors

• Key Considerations





Are operations generating enough cash to support the operations?
Are invested cash flows allocated to the business or other investments?
Is cash being generated from debt or equity?
Is the company paying off debt and distributing dividends?
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Notes to the Financial Statements
• Provide additional important details required by the accounting regulatory
framework (e.g., US GAAP) to clarify financial statements
• Include the following:
– Summary of significant accounting policies
– Key estimates and underlying assumptions (e.g., fair value measurements)
– Incremental details of financial statement line items (e.g., debt, intangibles, stock based compensation, income taxes)
– Contingencies and commitments
– Supplementary information required by the FASB, AICPA, or SEC
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Core Concepts and Assumptions
• Accounting framework (US GAAP vs. IFRS or others)
• Accrual vs. cash basis of accounting
• Debits and credits
• Matching principle
• Fair value
• Going-concern assumption
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EARNINGS RELEASE

What Is an Earnings Release?
• A release issued by a public company to announce results for a period
• Often issued before the filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission of
the required quarterly report on Form 10-Q
• Sometimes presents guidance and other announcements
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Sample Earnings Release
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Sample Earnings Release
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Sample Earnings Release
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Sample Earnings Release
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Sample Earnings Release
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Sample Earnings Release
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Sample Earnings Release
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Sample Earnings Release
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WHAT ARE THE TERMS USED
IN MERGERS AND
ACQUISITIONS (M&A)?

M&A Financial Terms
• In the money – option contract on a stock whose current market price is above the strike price of the
option
• Out of the money – option whose strike price for a stock is higher than the current market value
• Premoney valuation – the value of a company's stock before it receives a new public or private
investment
• Pari passu – situations where two or more assets, securities, creditors, or obligations are equally
treated without preference
• Pro rata – proportionate allocation; a process where whatever is being allocated will be distributed in
equivalent portions
• Anti-dilution provision – a provision in an option or a convertible security; protects an investor from
equity dilution resulting from later issues of stock at a lower price than the investor originally paid
• Drag-along rights – a provision that enables a majority shareholder to force a minority shareholder
to join in the sale of a company
• Tag-along rights – contractual obligations used to protect a minority shareholder, usually in a venture
capital deal, in which the minority shareholder can sell alongside another shareholder
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Why Have Purchase Price Adjustments?
• Means to ensure the value of the target
• Protection against fluctuations in the value of the target during the period that
the target was initially valued and closing
• Minimum level of operating capital
• Means to give the buyer comfort that the target will conduct business in the
ordinary course
• Other options:
– Indemnification
– Walk-away/termination provisions
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Net Working Capital – Overview
• Net Working Capital Adjustment
Provision
 Provides an adjustment in the event of
a difference in working capital from a
working capital target (typically the
level either at the time a deal is priced
or some normalized level)
 Elements of the balance sheet where
we see the most risk; can be deferred
revenue, accounts receivable, and
inventory
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Net Working Capital Drafting Tips
• Confer with finance and accounting to understand the company's past practices
and historic positions taken under GAAP
• Specify methodologies for calculations
 Draft with the company's balance sheet handy
 Provide illustrations and examples

• Think through the post-closing process
 Consider threshold triggering amounts to avoid disputes over small amounts
 Scope of information exchanges
 Realism about post-closing timeline
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Earn-Out Provisions
• Often used to:
 Bridge the valuation gap
 Motivate the seller to perform in the future
 Help early-stage companies for which value is better represented by future, not past, performance

• Benefits for the buyer
 Reduce the initial purchase consideration
 Minimize the risk of overpaying
 Incentivize the seller to support business post-closing

• Benefits for the seller
 Leverage post-closing synergies and opportunities to increase ultimate purchase price
 Defer taxes – but beware of employment-related contingencies

• According to the ABA, nearly one-third of private company deals use earn-outs
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Earn-Out Provisions
• Earn-outs are frequently the source of litigation—a punt on valuation disputes to be fought at a later
time
“What an earn-out (and particularly a large one) typically reflects is disagreement over the value of
the business that is bridged when the seller trades the certainty of less cash at closing for the
prospect of more cash over time. In theory, the earn-out solves the disagreement over value by
requiring the buyer to pay more only if the business proves that it is worth more. But since value is
frequently debatable and the causes of underperformance equally so, an earn-out often converts
today's disagreement over price into tomorrow's litigation over the outcome."

Airborne Health, Inc. v. Squid Soap, LP, 984 A.2d 126, 132 (Del. Ch. 2009) (VCL)
• The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
 Did the buyer take affirmative steps to impede the achievement of the earn-out?
 Were the buyer's actions legitimate business decisions?
 Obviously highly dependent on facts and circumstances, and even intent
• Earn-out covenants are drafted against this legal backdrop
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Example of Pro-Buyer Earn-Out Covenant
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Example of Pro-Seller Earn-Out Covenant
(a)
Post-Closing Operation of Business. Buyer acknowledges that it intends to maintain the Business as a separate business unit
of Buyer or any successor-in-interest of Buyer (such business unit, the "Surviving Business") through the end of the Measurement
Period. Until the end of such Measurement Period, unless the Seller provides its prior written consent or written waiver of any of the
conditions or obligations set forth below, Buyer shall comply and shall, to the extent applicable, cause the Surviving Business to
comply with the following obligations:
(i)
Accounting and Financial Controls. Buyer and its Affiliates shall authorize and cause the Surviving Business to retain
and maintain the accounting practices and financial controls used by the management of the Seller in operating the Business prior to
Closing, including, but not limited to, the ability to control expenditures, the allocation of costs, payment and incurrence of liabilities
and the approval of expenditures, in accordance with the terms of the Budget and Operating Plan;
(ii)
Bidding and Teaming. The Surviving Business shall be allowed to bind on new contracts and opportunities using cost
structures and bid rates that are consistent with the Seller's historical bidding practices in the Business and shall be entitled to team with
any third parties it deems necessary or appropriate for pursuing any new contract opportunities or for supporting any existing contracts;
(iii)
Customers. Buyer and its Affiliates shall allow and enable the Surviving Business to control and effect all decisions
regarding communications and relationships with all customers of the Surviving Business that were customers of the Seller as of the
Closing Date.
(iii)
Marketing. Buyer and its Affiliates shall continue to and shall cause the Surviving Business to actively market the
products and services offered by the Surviving Business in a manner consistent with Seller's pre-closing activities.
(iv)
Best Efforts. The Buyer and its Affiliates shall use their commercially reasonable best efforts to enable the Surviving
Business to achieve the maximum amount of Earnout Consideration available.
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Earn-Outs Drafting Tips
• For the seller
 Carefully, expressly address earn-out metrics
 Covenants not to divert business, operate consistent with past practices, operate to maximize earnout
 Partial satisfaction vs. "all or nothing"
 Information rights

• For the buyer
 Business operation discretion/autonomy
 Express disclaimer of fiduciary duty to Seller
 Ability to offset indemnity claims (and/or other purchase price adjustments due) against any earnout
 Caps on maximum earn-out
 Reporting frequency/detail/supporting documentation
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QUESTIONS?
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